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Scope and Contents: Newspaper clippings including obituaries, illustrations, and a column by Fawcett.

| 7   | Item 2      | The Stage. Anecdotal, Biographical, Chronological |

Scope and Contents: Clippings collected by Owen Fawcett, comedian for The Circular.

| 7   | Item 3      | The Stage. Anecdotal, Biographical, Chronological |

Scope and Contents: Newspaper clippings, some featuring Edwin Forrest, and some penciled notes.

| 7   | Item 4      | The Stage. Anecdotal, Biographical, Chronological |

Scope and Contents: Columns by Fawcett including “Among the Players!” and “Rambles with My Pipe.” Also a postcard dated 1892.

| 7   | Item 5      | The Stage. Anecdotal, Biographical, Chronological |

Scope and Contents: Columns by Fawcett including “Bits of Theatrical History,” “Stage Superstitions,” “Funagrams from America,” and others.

| 7   | Item 6      | The Stage. Anecdotal, Biographical, Chronological, 1886-1887 |

Scope and Contents: Newspaper clippings, playbills, and advertisements featuring Edwin Booth.
7 Item 7  *The Stage. Anecdotal, Biographical, Chronological, 1887-1888*
**Scope and Contents:** Newspaper clippings, playbills, and advertisements featuring Edwin Booth and Lawrence Barrett.

7 Item 8 *The Stage. Anecdotal, Biographical, Chronological*
**Scope and Contents:** Columns by Fawcett including “The Green Room” and “Rambles with My Pipe.”

7 Item 9 *The Stage, 1883*
**Scope and Contents:** Etching of Owen Fawcett, dated 1892, columns by Fawcett including “Shakespearean Reminiscences,” “Stage Superstitions,” “Theatrical Anecdotes,” and “Green Room!”

7 Item 10 *The Stage. Anecdotal, Biographical, Chronological, 1897-1900*
**Scope and Contents:** Columns by Fawcett including “Green Room Echoes.”